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Foot Soak Spa Massager Machine  

 

This Foot Soak Spa Massager Machine was 

computer type fumigation self-service twelve 

rollers, created by a professional design team, It 

effectively promotes blood circulation, improves 

metabolism, relieves fatigue, and smooth the 

meridians. 

 

 

 

Product Description 

 "Quality 1st, Honesty as base, Sincere assistance and mutual profit" is our idea, in order 

to create consistently and pursue the excellence for China Manufacturer for China Foot 

Soak Spa Massager Machine, Should you be interested in almost any goods, remember 

to truly feel totally free to get in touch with us for further facts or be sure to deliver us email 

right, we will reply you in just 24 hrs as well as the finest quotation are going to be 

provided. 

 

China Manufacturer for China Foot Soak Spa Massager Machine, When It produced, it 

making use of the world's major method for reliable operation, a low failure price, it 

appropriate for Jeddah shoppers choice. Our enterprise. s situated inside the national 

civilized cities, the website traffic is very hassle-free, unique geographical and financial 

circumstances. We pursue a "people-oriented, meticulous manufacturing, brainstorm, 

make brilliant" company philosophy. Strict good quality management, fantastic service, 

affordable cost in Jeddah is our stand around the premise of competitors. If needed, 

welcome to make contact with us by our web page or phone consultation, we are going to 

be delighted to serve you. 

 

This Foot Soak Spa Massager Machine was computer type fumigation self-service twelve 

rollers, created by a professional design team, It effectively promotes blood circulation, 

improves metabolism, relieves fatigue, and smooth the meridians. 

 

Product Parameter (Specification) 

  

G.W. N.W. color material Carton size 

2.8kg 1.8kg White+gold PP 365*290*440mm 

 

Product Feature And Application 

The Foot soak spa Massager Machine is reasonable structure with many functions. 

https://www.cn-sandie.com/foot-soak-spa-massager-machine.html
https://www.cn-sandie.com/foot-soak-spa-massager-machine.html
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Red light irradiation, one-key start 

Constant temperature setting, large screen computer board 

Timing and constant temperature, bubble aeration 

Fumigation insulation cover, vibration massage 

External drainage function, self-service twelve roller massage 

Handle insulation cover, built-in medicine box 

  

Deliver,Shipping And Serving 

By sea, by air 30days after the deposit 

 

 

FAQ 

 

1. Are you a trading company or factory? 

Yes,we are manufacturer,our factory is located in Ningbo,Zhejiang. Welcome to visit our 

showroom,office and workshop. 

2. What is your guarantee? 

We provide 1% free spare of order amountquantity along with the container.  

3. What is your MOQ? 

1*40HQ container. 

4. What is your payment method? 

*T/T(30% deposit,70% balance before shipment)  

*L/C: 100% irrevercable L/C at sight 
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5. What is your Trade Terms? 

Full container,FOB Ningbo. 

6. Can you make our brand? 

OEM is available. 

7. Do you provide sample? 

Yes, we do. 

8. Can you provide CKD/SKD of your products? 

Yes, we can. 

9. Which certificate do you have? 

CE CB ROSH CCC ISO9001 

10.  How long is your delivery time? 

20-35 days. 

 

 


